The Chicago Stop Smoking Research Project (C-Stop) is located at:

The University of Chicago
5841 S. Maryland Ave.
3rd Floor, Room M360
Chicago, IL 60637
773-834-8654

Arrival After 5:00 PM

The Entrance at the Wyler’s Children Hospital is often locked after 5:00 PM. If this is the case, you can enter the building through the Bernard Mitchell Children’s Hospital entrance (located at the corner of Maryland and 58th).

- Enter through the Bernard Mitchell Children’s Hospital Entrance (see map, attached)
- Take the elevator (or stairs) to the 2nd Floor
  - Tell the security officer that you are participating in a research study conducted by Dr. Andrea King (Room M360, phone number 4-8654)
- Walk towards the Bernard A. Mitchell sign on the right hand side (you should pass Au Bon Pain) until you reach the T-Elevator
- Take the T-Elevator to the 3rd Floor
- Exit the elevator at turn RIGHT
- Exit the elevator and turn RIGHT
- Make another immediate RIGHT to the D-Corridor (see map, attached)
- Follow the corridor passing D3 Neuroscience Critical Care Unit and the D-Elevator
- The D-Corridor will change into the M-Corridor
- Turn Right before the P-West Elevator
- The CSTOP Offices will be on the right hand side, room M-360
Chicago Stop Smoking Research Project (C-Stop)

After 5:00 PM, use the Bernard Mitchell Children's Hospital Entrance
1) Park in parking garage, exit on ground floor, cross Maryland Ave, enter through the Bernard Mitchell Children's Hospital Entrance
2) Tell the security officer that you are participating in a research study conducted by Dr. Andrea King (Room M360, phone number 4-8654)
3) Walk towards the Bernard A. Mitchell sign on the right hand side (you should pass Au Bon Pain) until you reach the T-Elevator
4) Take the T-Elevator to he 3rd Floor
5) Exit the elevator and turn RIGHT
6) Make another immediate RIGHT to the D-Corridor (see map, below)
7) Follow the corridor passing D3 Neuroscience Critical Care Unit and the D-Elevator
8) The D-Corridor will change into the M-Corridor
9) Turn Right before the P-West Elevator
10) The CSTOP Offices will be on the right hand side, room M-360